
Paddle / Ribbon

Technical 
Paddle / Ribbon

Gentler Than a Double Ribbon Blender

Faster Than a Paddle Blender

Greater Range of Batch Sizes in Relation 
to Total Capacity

Better Option For Fragile Products

Alternative For Many Other Applications



Paddle + Ribbon = Paddle / Ribbon
The Combination agitator
By combining an outer paddle arrangement with an inner 
ribbon, APS has developed a perfect solution for many 
applications.

The outer paddles in place of the ribbon minimize pinch 
points along the tank wall. Instead of mounding the  
product in the center of the vessel, the inner ribbon 
moves the product toward the ends much like it does 
in a conventional ribbon blender. The paddles gently 
scoop up the product and move it back toward the center  
discharge. Less frictional heat is introduced into the 
product than would be with a second ribbon.

Another benefit of the outer paddle/inner ribbon 
configuration is the greater range of batch sizes, 
particularly at the low end of the scale. While double  
ribbon blenders are limited to no less than 40% of their 
batch capacity, the combination agitator allows for 
smaller batches much like those of a paddle blender. 
They may be as low as 10% of the rated batch capacity 
depending upon the mix ingredients.

Conventional Double Ribbon Blenders:
The two ribbons of the traditional ribbon agitator  
create a counter-directional flow of materials, keeping 
the product in constant motion throughout the vessel. 
Goods are evenly distributed over the entire length of 
the mixing tank.

The outer ribbons create pinch points between its 
edges and the tank wall often resulting in damage to 
fragile products.

Conventional Paddle Blenders:
While being gentler, mixers with a paddle style agitator 
require longer mixing cycles. Because the traditional 
paddle style agitator is less efficient, it puts stricter 
limitations on volumn capacity and batch size. Goods 
form a mound in the center of the mixing tank.

Combining the best of both worlds, American  
Process Systems® (APS) developed the combination 
outer paddle / inner ribbon agitator for applications  
involving fragile and heat sensitive products such as 
cereals, leafy spice mixes and to prevent sugars from 
caramelizing.

Other possible uses include abrasive produts which 
require adjustable and / or replaceable paddles.



Double Ribbon Configuration:

An inner and outer ribbon provide counter-directional flow while keeping the product 
in constant motion throughout the vessel.

Paddle Configuration:

High speed paddle tools lift the product to produce a very specific mixing pattern

Paddle / Ribbon Configuration:
 
Combines inner ribbons with outer paddles maintains counter-directional flow

Product Flow Diagrams
The illustrations below show the difference in product flow when using the three agitator styles 



EIRICH Machines, Inc.
4033 Ryan Road, Gurnee, IL 60031
P: 847-336-2444 • F: 847-336-0914
eirich@eirichusa.com
www.eirichusa.comAsk about other equipment in the American Process Systems® product line:

Vacuum Dryer/ReactorsRibbon BlendersOptimaBlend® Fluidizing 
Paddle Blender

OptimaIIBlend™
Fluidizing Zone Mixer

Dimensions and Drawings
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Model
Working Cap. Horse Power Approximate Dimensions (in.)

ft3 Range A B C
PRB-3  1  1.50  -  3  15  30  18
PRB-5  5  3  -  5  17  38  20
PRB-11  11  5  -  15  21  48  26
PRB-24  24  7.50  -  15  26  66  30
PRB-36  36  15  -  30  30  78  34
PRB-55  55  15  -  40  34  90  39
PRB-66  66  20  -  50  37  96  41
PRB-80  80  15  -  40  40  96  48
PRB-100  100  20  -  50  45  96  54
PRB-120  120  25  -  60  44  120  52
PRB-155  155  30  -  75  50  120  59
PRB-180  180  40  -  100  54  120  61
PRB-215  215  40  -  100  54  144  61
PRB-270  270  40  -  100  60  144  66
PRB-325  325  50  -  125  66  144  73
PRB-385  385  60  -  150  72  144  80
PRB-515  515  75  -  200  72  192  80
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